
Upgrade to 

lightning-fast 

allocations intelligence 

without compromising 

your month-end.

PRODUCTION ACCOUNTING

Speed up your daily and monthly 

allocations and reduce month-

end close from ten business days 

to two.

W Energy Production Accounting is an integrated 

accounting software solution built to harness speed, 

maximize flexibility, and empower autonomy to ensure 

you meet on-time compliance.

Digitally transform your operations enterprise 

from the field to the back o�ce and everywhere in 

between.

Production Accountings Competitive Features

Monthly Allocations with configurable methodologies, 

products & dispositions

Empower your field personnel with real-time allocations 

and data sharing triggered daily from the W Energy 

mobile app 

Drag & Drop network creation & Bulk upload

options available from the easy to use User Interface

Intuitive Exceptions dashboards to easily troubleshoot

your data

Achieve greater business 

resiliency

Minimizing unplanned 

deferment is a journey that 

requires a production software 

committed to the same things 

you are - field autonomy, 

distributed accountability, and 

data accuracy.
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Maintain rigid control while gaining operational flexibility 

Business Value-Added Benefits 

include:

World-class capabilities:

Allocations networks management made 

easy, with an intuitive and modern 

user experience. 

Clear & concise exceptions from 

allocations run in a single real-time 

dashboard. Allowing you to fix allocation 

data today. Don’t wait hours to generate 

exception reports.

Sync operational tasks and data in real-time with

o�ine support, and quality checks for reliable

production insights.

Combine tasks, data, forms, and personnel across

departments, ensuring high business process

continuity and end to end success with configurable

workflows.

Do not let the review of exception reports

take hours. You can fix allocations instantaneously

with clear and concise real-time allocation

exceptions displayed in a single dashboard.

Data integrations available for your external

software tools, like SCADA, GIS & EAM.

Triggered daily allocations can keep your 

reports and field users apprised of allocated 

volumes at the well level in an instant. 

Ensuring they can analyze, prioritize and 

eliminate deferred production.

Data integration available across your 

spectrum of software sources and may 

include SCADA.

Reduced allocation process 

from 8 days to a few hours 
with greater accountability 
at the ‘well-level’ 

Reduced monthly close from 

10 to 2 business days 

Leading E&P Operator in 

Eagle Ford Shale

Customer

Outcomes
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“Managing month-end has never been easier.”

Our fully integrated cloud-based production accounting software eliminates manual actions, quickly processes 

financial transactions, and seamlessly automates compliance reporting as your single tool of truth. 


